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INTRODUCTION
To all Daffodil fanciers,
In presenting this descriptive catalogue we have opted for it to cover 1997 and
1998 bulb seasons. It will not be posted to you again unless requested.
About this time next year, a 1998 update of new releases will be posted to you if
this one was.
We have listed only five new releases for /CM from Brogden Bulbs. They are
proven high quality varieties and have had extensive trials.
We regret that we cannot repeat the Special Collections that were offered last year
as stock numbers are too low this year.
We thank our clientele and trust to merit your continued support.
Spud & Joy Brogden

GLOSSARY & ABBREVIATIONS
Flowering season in brackets: (E) Early (M) Mid Season (L) Late
CLASSIFICATION is followed by NAME, SEASON, SEEDLING NUMBER and a
set of four numbers forflower width, perianth length, corona length and stem length.

N.A.
N.D.S.
S.I.
GOLD RIBBON

None available this season
National Daffodil Society of New Zealand
North Island
South Island
In the U.S.A. the champion of show receives a
gold ribbon.

SECTION ONE
1997 RELEASES -BRED &RAISED BY BRODEN BULBS

2y.r.
(E)
CLASSIC TOUCH
110. 45. 21. 500.
This cross of Trudie May x Torridon has produced several show quality seedlings.
With very strong plant, stem and neck the large blooms are held in excellent poise.
Perianth is broadly ovate, very smooth and absolutely plane. The goblet shaped
corona has a finely serrated and crenate edged and is a solid mid red. A very
consistent, well balanced show flower.
(EM)T31
HILITE
100. 43. 15. 600.
2w.r.
The pure white, shovel shaped perianth is smooth and thick textured. The wide,
flatish corona is evenly serrated and of a deep, fiery orange red. Good poise on
tall, strong stems. Has had premier awards at N.D.S. shows. Good white/red breeding
of Rockall x Gauntlet.
(E) 141/2 97 - - 450
4y.y.
SMASH HIT
Bred from a Papua x Camelot seedling - open pollinated. This flower has the broad
perianth of Camelot and the smoothness of Papua. A very clean coloured light
yellow with a slightly deeper centre. Perianth is super smooth and very plane. The
very round blooms are held in perfect poise on strong, thick stems. Very consistent
and a robust plant.
(E)3541P5 110 46. 38. 450
2yyw.vvwy TURNING POINT
As well as being an excellent show flower 'Turning Point' has beauty and strong
plant habits that will make it a great garden variety. The broad, smooth, pointed
perianth is always plane, and is coloured mid sulphur yellow and has a lovely halo..
The cylinder corona is flared at the mouth and has a neat crenate edge. The corona soon fades to white with a sulphur band on the edge. A very consistent flower
that was bred from Star Tracker x a Fred Silcox seedling. Only a few for sale this
season.
■

2y.y
WINNING WAY
(LM) 13718
This outstanding show flower has been shown only 3 times at N.D.S. shows where
it has twice been Champion Bloom VIZ Lower Hull 1987 and Timaru 1991. Has
superb form, balance and poise. The very broad, shovel shaped perianth is plane,
silken smooth and is a clean coloured midyellow. The deeper yellow corona is a 3/
4 length cylinder with a smooth edged half roll. Bred from Thunderbird x 53/G
(Iberia x Gold Bank). A slow increaser so only 1 or 2 to go each year. Photo in 1988
N.D.S. annual.
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1996 RELEASES - BRED & RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS

2w.r
CARLA MAREE (M) x941 105. 45. 0.550
This Sweet Luck x Bandit seedling is another from a cross that has given several
great show quality flowers. Strong plant, stem and neck together with excellent
poise of the large bold flowers makes this a must in any collection. The very broad
rounded perianth is plane, smooth and of a clean white. The bowl shaped corona
has a smooth edge and is of an unusual light orange red. Always neat and very
consistent.
(L) 137/1
CRINKLE UT
4y.o
Different from other doubles with all of its petals being crimped around the edges.
Of medium size, on a long, strong stem and excellent poise. Colour is mid yellow
with orange centre petals. Great for garden and cut flower uses.
(E) 263/3 105. 45. 43. 450.
2w.w
FIRST SNOW
This clean white is a valuable show flower due to its consistency in producing show
blooms and it is earlier than most whites. The long pointed perianth has good
overlap and is always smooth and plane.The long cylinder corona is lightly flanged
at the mouth. Good plant habits and poise. Bred from Guiding Light x Silver Convention_
(BA) x10718 105.46. 3.650
2y.r
IF ONLY
No matter how good a variety is there is always someone who will say "If only it
was" bigger or better coloured etc. etc. Bred from the successful cross of Torridon
x Jetsetter that has given FOCUS and others yet to be named. The perianth is
broadly ovate, plane and of a deep rich yellow, while the cup shaped corona of a
solid orange-red has a fine crenate rim. A show flower that is strong in all departments.
11 w.y
TRUMP
(EM) 135/4
Our first split corona release is bred from Bandit x Colblanc. A useful show variety
but is recommended for garden decoration. A very strong grower that opens with
white perianth and a deep green-yellow split corona that fades to near white with
age. A large flower with excellent poise.
2y.r
WEE ONE
(ML) 115/1
Bred Orator x Salute. A model of consistency but is too small for release as a show
flower and just too large for an intermediate. Mid yellow and orange-red, Wee One
is ideal for garden and cut flower uses. Strong stems hold the round smooth, slightly
reflexing perianth and small, short cup shaped corona in excellent poise. Strong
healthy plant. Several of these together look great so we offer 4 for the price of 3.
2

SECTION TWO
FIRSTTIME LISTINGS FROM OTHER RAISERS

(M)
3w.y
EVESHAM
An outstanding show flower that has won many major awards in U.K. Performs
very well here and is my pick for best 3w.y. Very white with a small citron yellow
corona. A John Lea introduction.
REDLANDS TOO (E)
2y.r
This Radcliff release is a very large very strong growing and of consistent show
quality.The perianth is very broad, smooth and in deep yellow. The red, wide expanding 1/2 length corona is well balanced. A slow increaser so only a few for sale.
SPECIAL ENVOY (E)
2y_y
This Lea release is very smooth and of good show form. The perianth and the near
trumpet length corona are of the same deep yellow.

BROGDEN BULBS
Our logo shows our provincial Mount Egmont,
the nearby Hawera Water Tower, and
the mighty Daffodil.
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SECTIONTHREE
EXHIBITION VARIETIES
This section contains only the best for showing. A number of older, but still good,
show varieties are now listed in Section Four.
* Denotes raised by Brogden Bulbs
(EM)
X95/4
AIMEE JOY
* 2w.p
Bred from Melanie (Caro Nome x Debutante) x Dear Me. Quite early flowering for
a top show quality pink. Has strong substance and good texture in the very round,
flat, white perianth. The wide bvl shaped corona has a serrated edge and is a
beautiful shade of deep pink. In some conditions an odd white fleck shows on the
corona edge. Medium to long stern with a strong neck. Premier 2w.p N.D.S. N.I.
Show (New Plymouth) 1995 shown by Bruce Hughes.
(M)
BANDIT
* 2wayyo
The clean white, near perfect perianth is very broad, smooth, flat and of the best
substance and texture. The well balanced, wide bawl corona is of mid yellow with a
broad band of orange and gold. A top show flower with many N.D.S. and local
champion awards to its credit. A top breeder with very good plant habits.
(M) 14212
* 2y.p
CAPREE ELIZABETH
Bred from Daydream x a Salmon Trout x Vision seedling. A good sized flower with
quite broad, pointed perianth that is very smooth, flat and of a Daydream' yellow.
The seven-eighth length corona is vase shaped with a neat serrated edge and is a
deep rosy pink. Once the flower is fully developed and matured the corona colour
gradually fades. An eye catching show flower on a strong plant.The first 2y.p to be
awarded a Premier at a N.D.S. show (Lower Hutt) N.I. 1987. N.D.S. Premiers again
in 1992 at Dunedin.
*3w.yyr
CENTERFOLD
(EM) X46/2
Apart from its superb shape and form, Centrefold is valued for its size and early
flowering for this division. The pure white perianth is broad, rounded, smooth and
plane. A deep saucer corona with a deep crenate rim, is light to mid yellow with a
distinct band of red. Good, strong plant and stems hold the flowers in perfect poise.
Many local and N.D.S. premiers to its credit. First Class Certificate 1992. Bred
Polar Imp x Bandit.
2w.w
CULTURED PEARL
(L)
This medium sized flower is smooth, flat and of great quality. The creamy corona
soon changes to give beautiful self-white flower. Tall strong stems. Bred by Clive
Pasties.
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COUNTDOWN
(M) X46/21
* 2w.wwy
Has taken several premier awards at N.D.S Shows. With the same breeding as
Centrefold (Polar Imp x Bandit) and the same high quality, Countdown is a must for
the exhibitor. Very broadly ovate, smooth, plane perianth is of thick, white texture.
The well proportioned bowl corona opens light yellow and develops to near white
with a wide band of strong lemon yellow on the edge. Strong plant and stems with
ideal poise.
(LM) X81 /GT 100. 45. 34. 600.
DEEP WATER
* 2w.w
This Easter Moon x Empress of Ireland seedling is very strong, large and has long
stems. The plane perianth is broad, shovel shaped, well overlapped and a clean
white. The funnel shaped corona is narrow at the base, flared, with a crenate edge
and is white with a greenish tinge. Has a nice green throat. Excellent poise, strong
plant.
(M) X74/8
DYNASTY
* 2y.r
A round flower with near fully overlapping, smooth, mid golden perianth that cups
slightly at edges. The deep bowl corona is deeply (but neatly) serrated and is of
brick red. A strong flower that is 'different' from others of this type. Excellent plant
habits. Premier seedling, 2yr and Champion Bloom N.D.S. N.I.Show (Flowick) 1987.
(E) X95/12
EGMONT CHARM
* 2w.yyo
We have always considered this Conquest x Bandit seedling as the bestIlat cupped'
show variety. Near fully overlapped perianth is smooth and plane. The yellow and
orange edged corona is of flat, wide bowl shape. Excellent poise, stem and plant
health. Has form and beauty - hence its name. Premier 2w.r N.D.S. N.I. Show
(Howick) 1993.
(EM) X9512
EGMONT KING
* 2y.yor
A large flower from Orator x Loch Hope that impresses with its boldness. Has been
shown successfully since its first flowering in 1983 when it was Premier Seedling
and Premier 2y.r at N.D.S. NA. Show (Waitara). 1989 saw it Premier 2y.r at N.D.S.
Ni. Show (Hawera). The long, broad pointed perianth is mid-yellow and makes a
great backing for the slightly expanded, straightish corona of orange that deepens
to red on the serrated edge. Tall stems, strong plant and excellent bulbs. N.D.S.
Premier 2y.r and Champion Bloom N.I. (Wanganui) 1994-both won by Koanga
Daffodils.
* 2w.y
EGMONT PRINCESS (M) X57IC
112, 48. 25. 550.
Breeding Hostage x Bandit. A large, bold flower that is a consistent producer of
show quality blooms. The very broad, ovate perianth is smooth and plane, while
the well proportioned, large deep bowl corona is evenly lobed. On opening the
corona is mid yellow but gradually fades to pale yellow with a lovely lime-yellow
band on the edge. The flowers are well poised on strong stems. Premier 2w.y
N.D.S. Ni. Show (Palmerston North) 1992.
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(EM) X88/1
* 2w.w
FLORENCE JOY
This Guiding Light x a Verona seedling has been a most consistent (and sort after)
show variety for several years. The very broad, triangular perianth segments are
well overlapped, very smooth and flat, of excellent substance and texture. The half
length, straight corona has a lightly serrated edge and is very well balanced with
the perianth. After a few days the whole flower is an even milky white. The flowers
have excellent poise on strong stem and plant. Show successes include Premier
2w,w N.D.S. NJ. Show 1989 at Hawera. Premier inTasmania 1993. Champion Bloom
N.D.S. Si. Show (Timaru) 1995, shown by Greg Inwood.
(E) X10717 105.44. 5.800.
FOCUS
* 2yir
An Outstanding show flower with brilliant colour of very deep yellow and solid deep
red, that stands out in any company. With strong substance that holds the broad
acute, smooth perianth plane until the flower fades, and a well balanced, slightly
flared cup shaped corona, FOCUS is a 'must have' for early shows. The strong,
longish neck holds the bloom in very good poise on long, strong stems. Free flowering, a good increaser and stands the sun well. Bred from Torridon x Jetsetter.
Premier 2y.r N.D.S. NI Show (Morrinsville) 1990.

(VL)
FRAGRANT ROSE
Quite distinct with a delightful fragrance. Excellent show form with thick waxy white
perianth that is smooth and flat. The vivid pink, goblet corona is half length. Many
show awards.
2w.p

GLAMOUR GIRL
(LM)
* 3w.yyr
Of medium to large size with broad rounded, pure white perianth and a saucer
shaped corona of yellow with a red rim. Excellent show flower with strong plant and
stem. Champion Bloom N.D.S. N.I. (Wanganui) 1986. Premier 3w. r World Convention (Hobart) 1988 shown by Koanga Daffodils.
GOLD CHARM
*2y.y
(M)
A tried and proven all yellow of fine show form. Healthy plant.
* 2y.y
GOLD SHAH
(L)
Bred from Gold Bank x Daydream with the form and colour of Gold Bank and the
smoothness and refinement of Daydream. Very strong plant. Excellent for late shows.
* 3w.y
GREEN BERET
(M) X72/G4
A medium sized flower that is a most consistent show flower. The broad, round,
smooth perianth is slightly cupped at the edge, clear white and of excellent substance. The small, saucer shaped corona is a yellowish green. A very neat flower
on a strong, medium length stem and plant.
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(EM)
* 2w.w
GUIDING LIGHT
A superb, pure white that produces a very high percentage of show flowers. The
pointed perianth is plane while the corona is a three quarter length cylinder shape.
Always neat on long stems. Many exhibitors have won champion awards with Guiding
Light which was bred from Arctic Doric x Empress of Ireland.
HAPPY SMILES
(L IM) X95/19
* 2w.wyo
A decorative flower that is offered as a garden plant rather than for showing. A very
strong grower that produces blooms that appeal to all who want something different and showy. The perianth silvery white, shovel shaped and of stiff substance.
The wide flatish bowl corona is of pale yellow and white with a broad band of
orange-red at the edge. Bred Conquest x Bandit.
(E) X9112 110. 47. 42. 550
ICE HOUSE
* 2w.w
With its breeding of Guiding Light x an Empress of Ireland x Canisp seedling, one
can understand why it has this name. A superb flower that has very smooth, flat,
very broad, triangular perianth, and a straight cylindrical corona with a lightly dentate rim. Long, strong stem and neck. Has been regularly shown (under number) in
our N,D.S_ Raisers entries.
JETTRAIL
(E) X19/7
Produces excellent show flowers on a moderate length, but strong stem.The plane,
white perianth forms a perfect triangle backing to the long slender trumpet that has
slight flare at the mouth. Bred Salaam x Glendermott.
(L)
KIWI INVADER
* 3y.r
An older variety that is throwing its vivid corona colour to its seedlings. The smooth
perianth is a clean light yellow. Corona is flat disc shaped of deep red. Long sterns.
Bred from Mirren x Orator.
KIWI RULER
(M) X9414
* 3w.0
Bred from Sweet Luck x Bandit this large flower has very smooth, very broadly
ovate perianth that has the whiteness of Sweet Luck and the form of Bandit. The
small bowl corona is an even shade of reddish orange and it easily measures
division 3. Long, strong sterns and strong plant_ A high quality show flower that has
been one of our top seedlings since first flowering. A great future shines for Kiwi
Ruler.

* 3w.y
LITTLE DOLL
(IL) X7213
Only small to medium sized but consitently produces blooms of very good show
form. The broadly ovate white perianth is smooth and flat while the very small
corona is light yellow. Very long strong stems hold thahheoresdneexcellent poise.
Bred from Sea Dream x Verona,
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115.50. —. 400.
(L) R2/6
*otly.y
LOVEIT
This very beautiful flower opens a distinct white and yellow but after 2 or 3 days
colours to an even mid-lemon throughout. The perianth is very smooth, round and
well overlapped. May not be full enough for showing, but has won premier awards.
Bred Double Event x Lemonade.
(M) 741 19
MOON DANCER
* 2y.w
A very strong, distinctly coloured reverse bicolour. Long, broad perianth of deep
yellow and a flared bowl corona that fades to pure white. Bred from Gold Bank x
Daydream.
(M)
MOUNTAIN DEW
lw.w
Super smooth, glistening white of large size. The perianth is long and pointed and
the trumpet is slender at the base to a flared mouth. Good plant and stem.
(EM)
NEAP! ANNIE
lw.w
I consider this to be the best white trumpet from the U.S.A. Its broad, smooth
perianth forms a broad back to the well proportioned, slightly rolled trumpet. Very
good plant and poise.
(M) X71/1
NEW HOPE
* 3w .y
Large for this division. A very consistent show flower with an impressive record
which includes 3 times N.D.S. premier and Reserve Champion at Canberra, 1992.
The white perianth is very broad rounded, very smooth and flat. The shallow bowl
corona of mid lemon yellow is lightly crimped with a fine crenate edge. Tall stern,
strong plant. Bred from Motif x City Lights.
*3w.y
NEW LIFE
(E) X52/A 100.15. 12. 550.
An older variety that has had Premiers at National shows while under number.
Bred from Verona x Motif, New Life is consistent and valuable due to its early
season for a 3w.y. The broad ovate perianth is very smooth, of thick texture and
plane (but does reflex slightly with age). The flat disc corona is ribbed, has a wavy,
crenate mouth and is of a light greenish yellow. Corona colour fades after maturity
to near white with a yellow rim. Excellent poise on sturdy stems.
*2 a,
ON TARGET
(LM) X96/3 105. 45. 17. 550.
This Top Model x Bandit seedling has been given a star each year in our seedling
record books. The strong, large blooms are consistently of top show form. The very
broad, round, smooth, very flat, white perianth has wonderful substance and great
lasting quality. The wide, shallow bowl corona is lobed, has a smooth rim and is
coloured light limey yellow.
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* 2y.r
RED ALERT
(M) X78/11
This Orator x Loch Hope seedling has consistency and colour as its strong points.
Of good size, broad, rounded, golden yellow perianth and a large goblet like Corona of fiery orange red. Good poise, stem and plant. Premier 2y.r at the 3rd World
Convention 1984 (Hamilton). Premier 2y.r and Champion Bloom (grown by Alf
Chappell) N.D.S. S.1. Show (Dunedin) 1987. Champion Bloom Palmerston North
1993 shown by John Hollever.
* 3w.w
(LM) X52/1 90. 40. 11. 450.
RUNITA
A medium to large sized flower bred from Easter Moon x Verona, that is a consistent producer of show blooms. A round flower with smooth, plane perianth and a
small disc corona. The whole flower opens and stays white. Very good poise on
strong stem. Premier 3w.w N.D.S. Si. Show (Dunedin) 1992.
(E) X8519
* 2y.r
SABRE
Large and very good colouring makes this early, (Air Marshal x Orator) x Falstaff
seedling a more than useful show flower. A strong grower with long stems. Very
broad, rounded perianth is smooth, flat and of deep yellow while the solid red
corona is cup shaped. Has a N.D.S. Premier and a number of local show award to
its credit.
SILVER CONVENTION (E)
1 w.w
A fine trumpet from John Lea. A large flower with very smooth, broad, slightly
pointed perianth and a gently expanding trumpet that is flared and erated at the
mouth. Great show flower being Show Champion at N.D.S. 1994 Si. show.
(ML) P83/6
SILVER KIWI
* 2w.w
A wonderful, large pure white that has a silver sheen. The fully round perianth
segments are very smooth, slightly cupped at the edges and thick textured. The
shallow bowl corona is crimped and has a serrated edge. Very impressive on tall
sterns and a very strong plant. Has many Premier and Champion bloom awards to
its credit. Was included in three of our winning exhibits atTasvention 1988.
3w.w
SILVERWOOD
(1..)
A large, pure white flower with long, smooth and flat perianth and a small slightly
expanding corona. A Brian Duncan seedling that has a good show record. Tall
stems.
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(EM) X9712
* 2y.r
SOME DAY
An Orator x Torridon seedling. A magnificent show flower with excellent form, colour and plant habits.This well overlapping, broad, slightly pointed perianth is very
smooth, flat and of excellent substance and texture. The neatly serrated, goblet
shaped corona is very well balanced with the perianth. The corona colour is uniform deep red to the base, while the perianth is an even, deep yellow with a touch
of gold. Excellent poise, stem and strong plant. Judged Premier 2y.r, Premier Seedling and Champion Bloom at the 4th World Convention (Hobart) 1988. Premier 2y.r
N.D.S. N.I. Show (Palmerston North) 1992.
(LM) X92/2 92. 40. 12. 600.
STARDOM
* 3y.r
Very neat, very consistent and very good form. This medium sized flower is bred
from Kiwi Invader x Achduart has a broad ovate, very smooth and plane perianth
of clean mid-yellow. The bright orange-red, deep saucer corona ie lightly lobed
with a fine crenate edge. Blooms are held in excellent poise by a strong short neck
on a strong stem and plant.
(ML) X74/011
STAR TRACKER
* 2y.w
Soft, clean colouring of creamy yellow with a very white corona, and the long triangular perianth makes STAR TRACKER distinct in its class_The perianth is smooth,
plane and of good texture while the 5/8 cup is nicely crenate. Excellent poise,
medium stems and good plant. Premier 2y.w Hamilton 1990.
(LM) X7212 95. 43. 12. 600.
* 3w.w
SURFER GIRL
Consistency, poise and stem length make this Sea Dream x Verona seedling a
most useful show flower. Medium to large size with very broad ovate perianth and
a small bowl corona that is crimped and has a crenate edge. On opening the
corona has some yellow colour but this soon fades to white. A neat flower that is
always smooth and plane. Premier 3w.w N.D.S. Si. show (Christchurch) 1982
* 2w.00y
(L) 155/9
TANSY
One of the best in a small group of yellow rimmed show quality daffs. The flower is
held squarely on a short neck and a strong, thick stem. The white perianth takes a
few days to develop its broadly ovate, very smooth and plane qualities. The (latish,
crimped corona with a fine crenate edge is deep orange with a narrow yellow band
that does not fade as the flower ages. Has good breeding of (Motif x Avenger) x
Crimpetene.
* lw.w
TOPSPOT
(M) X91/5 95. 40. 40. 450.
A medium sized flower from Guiding Light x (Empress of Ireland x Canisp) that like
its sister, Ice House, has all the form for a top show variety. The very smooth and
flat triangular perianth forms a double triangle backing for the narrow, gently expanding trumpet that has a flared and fine dentate rim. The whole flower is a clean
white throughout. Good plant and poise. Medium length stems.
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* 3y.00r
TRUDIE MAY
(E)
A top, early flowering show flower with broadly ovate, smooth, flat perianth of mid
yellow and a neat small bowl corona of red. Long stems and very good poise.
Many premiers to its credit.
TWILIGHT ZONE
(EM) X741G22
*2y w.wimy
Another Daydream x Gold-Bank seedling that is extremely consistent in producing
large, smooth, show blooms.The perianth that is long, broad and fiat, opens Daydream' yellow that deepens to mature with a white halo at the base. The neat fiveeighth length, cup shaped corona opens lemon, changes to white at the base and
shades to a yellow with a slight pink tinge on the edge. Very long stems, healthy
plant and excellent bulbs. Gold Ribbon winner Indiana State Show 1989. Gold Ribbon winner at American Daffodil Society's 1990 Convention. Also 2 other State
Gold Ribbon Awards 1992 & 1993.
(ML)
YOUNG BLOOD
2w.r
Another Duncan seedling that scores highly on the show bench. Large size with
flat, rounded, white perianth that forms a neat triangle to the wide corona of deep
red. Strong plant with very short neck.

READ TERMS OF SALE
AS PRINTED ON PRICE LISTS

SECTION FOUR
GARDEN VARIETIES
All daffs have beauty and can be used for garden decoration or cut flowers. Those
listed in this section are recommended as all are proven performers. Most varieties
with red in the corona will sunburn to some extent, but if shaded or picked as they
open, the problem will be reduced. Many in this section are also good show flowers
* Denotes raised by Brogden Bulbs

*2w.vmy
BALLET LASS
(EM)
A lovely flower with clean white perianth and a lobed, bowl corona of white with a
deep yellow rim. Good plant and stem.

'I

*2y.yor
IC TIME
(M)
The mid yellow perianth has a twist to each petal. The near trumpet length corona
is quite large, it develops strong colour and is different from others in this class.
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* 2y.r
BRIGHT LIGHTS
(M)
A large, strong growing yellow and red of good form. Strong stem and plant.

(E)
2y.y
CAROL
Opens a pale-yellow but quickly changes to soft lemon-yellow. Loves the sun to
develop its beautiful colour. Great !aster.
(EM)
CHARTER
2y.w
An ideal garden plant. Flowers open lemon-primrose and the corona fades to white
after 2-3 days. Lovely.
CONQUEST
* 2w.r
(M)
Has very round, off white, perianth and a deep orange red, small bowl corona.
Good garden plant and show flower, but colour burns.
(M)
2w.r
COOL FLAME
A strong grower with thick, white perianth and a large cup shaped corona of soft
flame red. Quite sunproof.
2 ►.wwp
CORAL RIBBON
OA)
Round white perianth and a wide flattish corona of white with a broad pink band on
the edge.
DAINTY MISS (L)
7w.w
A small flower that grows no more than 300mm tall. Neat form and good grower.
Good in pots. One bulb soon becomes a clump with lots of white blooms.
*2y. r
DANGER
(EM)
A yellow and red show flower that stands out in the garden with its size and deep
colour. Strong plant.
2y.w
DAYDREAM
(EM)
A very beautiful flower for showing, garden or cutting. Soft lime yellow perianth with
a flanged corona that fades to white after a day or 2.
* 3w.0
DIANE JOY
(EM)
Medium sized with white perianth and a small fiat corona of reddish orange. A neat
flower on long stems.

*2y.y
EGMONT GOLD
(M)
Broadly ovate perianth is smooth and flat. The funnel shaped, near trumpet length
corona has a slight roll. Consistent and useful for showing it is golden yellow throughout.
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*2w.w
EGMONT SNOW
(LM)
Has won many top show awards. A large white with a good plant.The bowl corona
opens with yellow colour but soon changes to snow white.
FAIRY CHARM
* 2w.wwp
(M)
Was premier seedling at the (Lower Huft) National Show. Of medium size with
glistening white, flat perianth and a neat, cup shaped corona of white with a fine
pink rim. Very good plant.
(EM)
GALAXY PRINCE
* 2y.w
This one should probably be in Section 3 as it is a show flower but its beauty and
very healthy plant make it also a great garden plant. Long, broad perianth is mid
lime yellow and the wide cup shaped corona is very white.
(E)
GALWAY
2y.y
A very strong growing, deep yellow self with near trumpet length corona that is
flared and serrated. Ideal garden flower.
GINA
* 2y.yor
(M)
Very popular for garden or cutting.The mid yelow perianth is very broad and slightly
cupped at the edges makes an impressive backing to the wide bowl corona that
shades from yellow to red and often rolls back onto the perianth. Very strong plant
habits.
(E)
GOOD NEWS
* 2w.p
One of the first pinks to bloom. Large sized on long stems. Very broad, shovel
shaped white perianth and a wide vase shaped corona of soft to mid pink.

k

(EM)
* 2y.00r
HOT IDEA
Very strong upright plant with flowers held in excellent poise, different from others
of this type with its deep bowl corona that is nicely lobed on the edge. The broad
perianth of deep yellow sets off the orange to red edged corona. A very good all
purpose variety.
yf .o
JACKO
(E)
A very large, strong grower with good yellow perianth and orange corona.

cl

* 2y.r
JETSETTER
(E)
The medium to large blooms have an excellent mid yellow perianth and a short
corona that is wide cup shaped and of intense deep red. Good for breeding. Long
stems.
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11 y.y
KING SIZE
(M)
An all yellow split corona that has very large blooms.
* 2w.p
KESTELLE
(M)
This one has several champion blooms to its credit. A soft flower with very smooth,
well shaped white perianth and a neat expanding corona of light pink to mid pink on
the edge. Champion Bloom N.D.S_ (New Plymouth) 1983.
(M)
*2y.yor
KIWI
Under rated as a show flower, this variety has excellent form and health. The mid
yellow perianth is very, broad and of thick substance and texture. The smooth edged
corona shades from yellow to red on the edge.
*2yw.w
KIWI CHARM
(LM)
The well shaped perianth of light greenish lemon, shades to white at the petal tips
and the wide cup shaped corona slowly fades from light lemon to white. Different
from most other reverse bicolours. Strong stem and plant. Very decorative.
*2y.r.
(VE)
KIWI GOSSIP
Large, tall, very deep colour and early flowering makes this most useful for showing, garden or cutting. The perianth is long, rounded and deep golden. The deep
cup shaped corona opens orange with a green edge but soon colours to deep red.
*2y.yyr
(EM)
KIWI SPARK
Excellent for show and garden. Very broad, smooth, plane perianth is dear midyellow. The straight, half length corona is half mid yellow and half bright red, Excellent poise and plant.
3y.y
LEMONADE
(LM)
This division 3 flower opens very pale yellow, but deepens day by day to a light
lemon yellow in both perianth and saucer corona. A round flower on long stems.
*2w.y
MERRIDEE
(M)
Pretty with slight reflexed broad, white perianth and a deep saucer corona of citrus
yellow. Good stem and plant.
*3w.yyr
MOTIF
(M)
Has won many awards at shows. Develops to a broad, white perianth and a flat
saucer corona of yellow with a narrow band of red. A proven pollen parent
*2y.yor
NEW FASHION
(E)
A garden variety with extremely broad, light yellow perianth and a very wide, flattish corona of yellow at base to bright red at edge. Very strong plant and stem. Very
eye catching.
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* 2y..o
ORANGE BOWL
(M)
An all purpose flower that is highly recommended for garden and cutting. Strong
plant and stem that holds blooms in excellent poise. Smooth, plane perianth is mid
yellow while the contrasting, serrated edged, deep bowl corona is solid deep orange. Very consistent and quite sunproof.
POLAR IMP
3w.w
A medium sized, all white division 3. Very round flower with a small bowl corona.
PRIMA
(M)
*2y.w
A very strong grower with bold flowers on medium length stems. The broad ovate
perianth of mid lime yellow has stiff texture. The very wide bowl corona quickly
changes to white. Recommended for showing or garden plant.
(EM)
ROSIE
*2w.p
This one 'stands out' with its bold flowers and robust plant. Wide triangular perianth
is white and slightly cupped at edges. The large, wide bowl corona opens creamy
pink with the pink deepening each day. Pretty and excellent for cutting or garden
decoration.

(LM)
SELENA
*2y.y
A large very round flower with a wide flattish corona with a lobed edge. The whole
flower is a pleasing mid yellow. Long stems. Different from most other all yellows.
SOBEIT
(E)
*2w.y
The first to bloom in this type and colour. The off white perianth is long, triangular,
smooth and flat. Near trumpet length cylindrical corona is creamy yellow. Good
plant and stem.
C114..o
SOVEREIGN (M)
Strong growing split corona with orange split over yellowish perianth. Showy.
2y.o
SPRING FLING (E)
Very strong plant, stem and flower that is ideal for cut flowers and garden. Very
broad, rounded, light yellow perianth and a large, wide bowl corona of fiery
orange.
A must have.
* 2y.w
STARLIGHT
(EM)
A most beautiful flower of soft lemon tinted perianth and deep bowl corona that
fades to be very white after a day or 2. Floral artists find this easy to work with.
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iJ

*2w.o
SWEET LUCK (M)
The lofig rounded pure white petals are smooth and flat. A flattish bowl corona is a
pretty reddish orange. Large flowers on long stems.
TANYA
(EM)
* 2y.yor
Has stiff texture that holds the flowers plane, and with good poise says 'look at me'
The bright yellow, triangular perianth makes the deep cup shaped corona of yellow
to a deep red edge, stand out. Will sunburn but is a great garden and cut flower.
Has had show champion awards.
TALL TIMBER
(LM)
* 2 y.yor
Consistently produces excellent show form flowers on very long stems. Light yellow perianth is very smooth, broad and flat. The small goblet shaped corona shades
from yellow to red.
(M)
TOURIST
* 2o.r
Excellent for garden or cutting. The perianth is round and has orange flush through
the yellow. The small bowl corona is orange-red. Long stems and good healthy
plant.
TU1
(LM)
* 2ys
Medium sized flower with smooth, yellow perianth and a small goblet corona of
deep red. Great health and stems. Increases quickly.
3w.w
VERONA
(LM)
A great division 3 that has had numerous show awards. Quite round perianth and
a short bowl corona, both are clean white. Good for all purposes.
* lw.w
(M)
WHITE FRILLS
An unusual all white trumpet that has a very frilly serrated edge to the rolled trumpet. Broad triangle shaped perianth on a strong stem and plant.

* 3war
ZARENE
(EM)
Doesn't look much at first opening but quickly develops to a broad, white perianth.
The deep brick red, saucer corona burns in the sun, but the flowers develop perfectly in water so it can be picked in the bud. Strong stem, healthy plant.
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DAFFODIL CLASSIFICATION
The number and letters preceding flower name are

1
2

= Trumpet (Trumpet as long or longer than perianth)
Large cup (Corona shorter but more than 1/3 the perianth length)

3 = Small cup (Corona 1/3 or less than 1/3 the length of the perianth)
4 = Double flowers
5 = Triandus hybrid
6 -- Cyclamineus hybrid
7 - Jonquilla hybrid
8 - Tazetta hybrid
9o
- P eticus hybrid

10 = Species or wild forms
11 = Split corona
12 = Miscellaneous
y = Yellow
w = White

r = Red
o
Orange
p = Pink
i.e. - 2yyor is a large cup with Yellow perianth and a Yellow to Orange to Red (at
rim) corona.

Join the National Daffodil Society of N.Z. Enquiries to the President
M. E. Brogden
41 Grey Street
Norman by, 4852

Or the Secretary W. T. Hall
Forecourt Road
Fencourt 5 FID.
Cambridge

